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https://www.yahuwahsoasis.com

Contact us tab
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https://www.bitchute.com/playlist/TYZWby4a8F8P/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ibOCMfujVpAf/
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https://www.bitchute.com/channel/9aWNnBWV7sRr/
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https://yahstruck.com/
We’d like to welcome you to our site YAH STRUCK, where we are introducing the YAH STRUCK series of books.
Though they are fictional, they are based on Child Trafficking as well as real events that have happened, though they
are disguised. The books have a supernatural aspect to them with the help and strong presence of our Heavenly
Father and Creator YAH and a group of Covenant family members destined to take on the sheer evil itself – in all its
forms. You will also find blogs and merchandise to help support us as we promote the Name and Authority of Yahuah in
this world.
In the fashion of all Hebrew words YAH-STRUCK has two sides. Yahuah can strike us in Righteous Vengeance, or to
wake us up and get us to turn back around to Him or the best, for us to be YAH-STRUCK in amazement of Loyal
Love, kindness and sheer brilliance.
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In 2017 we created a
series called “Another
Brick in the Wall”.
The PDF’s were/are
located on our website
but we only presented
the webinar studies
live to a small group of
Covenant Family
Members since the
topics, even then,
sounded conspiratorial
and quite outlandish.
In 2021 we now have a
good deal of proof
that we needed on
some accounts and the
motivation has become
crystal clear as to why
this evil is happening.
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We also did not publish this on our main video channels for
safety reasons and to make sure our channels were not taken
down. Now the studies can be presented with the added
information and we hope you will prayerfully consider the
YAH-Mazing situation we find ourselves in today.

As always, anything written in comic sans font, we inserted in
articles as corrections or are our narration.
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In this study we will explore examples of the Alice in Wonderland interrogation
method that is being used on a worldwide public to try and get them to provide
more data about themselves and others, become more dependent on the
inflictors, and turn them into assets for lo shema and her cohorts. The smart
cities they propose are additional Evil Who-Villes as well as acceptance to be
citizens in Zuckerberg’s Meta-verse.
In Part 2 we left with a cliff hanger in Habakkuk. What was Yahuah’s response
going to be? Habakkuk is very concerned with the evil he saw in his vision. It
seemed that Yahuah was allowing lo shema’s plans to run wild. Habakkuk is quite
concerned that the evil will win because it looks like Yahuah is not wanting to
stop it.

EVIL
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“EMBRACE”
CHAPTER TWO
12/4/2021

Hab 2:1 I stand at my watch, and station myself on the watch-tower, and wait to see
what He (Yahuah) says to me, and how I should answer when He counters my
reasoning.
Most important we WAIT on Yahuah. The hardest lesson but one of the
most important. Be still, be on guard and wait. The other thing that we find
so amazing is that Habakkuk knows that what he is seeing is not right by
what he knows of Yahuah’s character. So he questions Him, in fact, he is
waiting for Yahuah to correct his reasoning.
If Yahuah is allowing something to happen that we

think is not righteous, then we must recognize as
Habakkuk does, that he does not have all the
information because Yahuah IS ALWAYS JUST
AND RIGHTEOUS. It is us that has the problem
understanding His level of Righteousness.
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Hab 2:2 And  יהוהanswered me and said, “Write the vision and inscribe it legibly
on tablets, so that he who reads it runs (reads it easly) . 2:3 “For the vision is yet
for a fixed appointed time, and it speaks of the end time, and does not lie. If it
lingers, wait for it, for it shall certainly come, it shall not delay.
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That he may run that reads it; may run through the whole without any difficulty,
without making any stop, being written in such large capital letters; and those cut
so well, and made so plain, that a man might run it over at once with ease, or
even read it as he was running; nor need he stop his pace, or stand to read. The
Targum is, "write the prophecy, and explain it in the book of the Torah, that he
may hasten to obtain wisdom, whoever he is that reads in it.''
Habakkuk must have given a sigh of relief knowing he would
not see this in his lifetime. Gill points out: “it was a doubt that
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arose in the minds of the prophet and other good men, upon the
notice given that the Chaldeans/Babylonians would be raised up to
the destruction of the Hebrews; that then the Torah of Yahuah would
cease, His worship would not continue; vision and prophecy would
be no more. Now in answer to this, and to remove this doubt, they
are assured that vision or prophecy should "yet", or still, continue,
and even "to the appointed time"; the time fixed for the continuance
of it, notwithstanding the people of the Hebrews should be carried
captive into another land: and accordingly so it was; there were
prophets, as Daniel and Ezekiel, in the time of the captivity; and,
after it, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi; yes, the Torah and the
prophets were until John. The Torah still remains Mr. Gill.

Hab 2:4 “See, he whose (Nephesh) being is not upright in him is puffed up. But the
righteous one lives by his (Em-oo-nah) steadfast trust and faithfulness-. 2:5 “And
also, because he betrays by intoxicating effervescence, a man is proud, and he
adorns himself but is restless. Because he makes his nephesh’s desires as wide,
spacious and deep as Sheol, he is in the realm of the dead. And like death, he is not
satisfied or fulfilled. And gathers to himself all nations and heaps up for himself all
peoples. 2:6 “Shall not all these people lift up a proverb (a Meme) against him, and
a mocking satire against him, and say, ‘Woe to him who increases what is not his!
How long will this go on that he gets honor and riches by extortion of heavy debt on
others?

We see this as speaking of
lo shema and its army who
are taking the marching
orders to destroy Yahuah’s
people.
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Hab 2:7 “In an instant shall not your oppressed wake up and become active and
cause you to be shaken? And will rob you? 2:8 “Because you have robbed many
nations, all the remnant of the people shall rob you, because of the shed blood of
humankind, and doing violence to the land, to the cities, and to all who dwell in it.
Well this is good news and what we are seeing. The people will rise up and take
matters into their own hands! Looks like things are going according to Yahuah’s plan
after all!!!
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Hab 2:9 “Woe to him who is getting evil gain for his house, he is as good as dead,
in order to set his nest on high, to escape the clutches of disaster! 2:10 “Your
schemes will bring shame for your house. Because you have destroyed many
people, your Nephesh will self destruct. 2:11 “For a stone from the wall cries out,
and a beam from the timbers answers back. 2:12 “Woe to him who builds a town
by bloodshed, and establishes a city by unrighteousness!
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Hab 2:13 “See be sure of this! it is not from  יהוהof hosts that the nation’s labor
goes up in smoke, and nations weary themselves for nothing,
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Hab 2:14 for the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the esteem of יהוה,
as the waters cover the sea!
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2:15 “Woe to him who gives drink to his neighbor, pouring out your wineskin, and
also making him drunk – in order to look on their nakedness! 2:16 “You shall be
filled with shame instead of esteem. Now it is your turn to be exposed as
uncircumcised! The cup of the right hand ( the military power) of  יהוהshall come
around to you, and great shame will replace your esteem. 2:17 “For the violence
done to Lebanon you will repay in full and a terrifying judgement – Because of the
ravaging and terrifying of animals by which you made them afraid – because
of mankind’s blood and the violence to the land, to the city and of all who
dwell in it. 2:18 “What good and of what use shall an idol or carved image be? For
its maker has carved it: What good is a metal image that gives misleading oracles?!
Why would it’s maker trust what he has made: to make dumb idols! 2:19 “Woe to
him who says to wood, ‘Awake!’ to silent stone, ‘Arise!’ Is it a teacher? Can it give
reliable guidance? See, it is overlaid with gold and silver, and there is no spirit at all
inside it. 2:20 “But  יהוהis in His set-apart Hĕḵal. Let all the earth be silent before
Him.”
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It is so powerful when Yahuah allows us to see above the maze from His
perspective. It gives us chills to see how He predicts everything and always
gives us hope that He will take care of His own. Chapter 3 is for next time.
What a blessing!
Now as promised let’s go down the
rabbit hole of the C.I.A’s Alice in
Wonderland.
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As we will explore in future studies, there is/was a reason why there has been
such a push to get all our data from us, voluntarily on line, in the cloud and
stored away on “secure” data bases. In order for coercion to work, (willingly
give up DNA, Get the jab, COMPLY), the “interrogators” need to know
everything about us. Otherwise they do not know what buttons to collectively
push. People fall in phases. Maybe not in the beginning, but then if their
movements are restricted, or if the job is threatened etc. Each time getting
more heavy-handed. This is not the first time they have used it but we would
say it’s the first time on a global scale.
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“Desmond Is Amazing
is the future and we're
here for it,” declared
media news site
Mashable on Sunday,
tweeting a video
featuring Desmond
describing visiting drag
clubs at five years of
age, and telling
“haters” to “just go
away.”
24
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HakV
qlP4qM
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May 24, 2020
On May 12th, Anthony Fauci testified before the Senate that reopening the
economy too quickly could lead to “suffering and death that could be avoided
[that] could even set you back on the road to…economic recovery.”
On May 23rd, Anthony Fauci appeared to reverse course when he told CNBC that
the stay-at-home orders could end up causing “irreparable damage” and “I don’t
want people to think that any of us feel that staying locked down for a prolonged
period of time is the way to go.”
This about-face triggered tweets of exasperation.
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https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/alice-in-wonderland-technique-the-power-of-appliedconfusion

I’ve heard of Alice in Wonderland – but a technique by that name? This sent me
down a rabbit hole for which I’m grateful, because for the past three years, I’ve been
talking about the “psychological civil war” being waged against us, not knowing that
the orchestrated gas lighting we’ve been subjected to is a scaled-up version of what
was originally developed as an interrogation technique.
In other words, what we’ve been being put through is literally torture and the
technique described in “Alice in Wonderland: The Power of Applied Confusion”, a
chapter starting on page 129 of a manual entitled, ‘EDUCING INFORMATION –
Interrogation: Science and Art’, published by the National Defense Intelligence
College in 2006, citing a 1963 torture manual entitled, “KUBARK Counterintelligence
Interrogation Manual, Human Resource Exploitation Training Manual,” based on CIA
research, much of it conducted through the MK ULTRA program but some of it going
all the way back to the 1350s, to the work of Nicholas Eymerich, Inquisitor General of
Aragon, Spain.
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To me, this describes the antics seen in the unrelenting #FakeNews, the Mueller
Investigation and the fake impeachment, concomitant with things like #MeToo and
the transgender putsch that have become the themes of this era.

Christine Blasey Ford, Jussie Smollett and the media crucifixion of Nick
Sandmann were illogical orchestrated psyops designed to badger everyone into
agreement, in order to just make it stop.
We’ve known that this was unconventional warfare but knowing that it’s called the
Alice in Wonderland technique empowers you to identify it when it’s happening, to
help you distance yourself from the fragmentation that it is attempting to induce.
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In this video, Richard Grannon does a good job explaining the details of this torture
technique that I feel could help us to cope with the madness of COVID-19. When
we know that it’s called Alice in Wonderland and that it incorporates Gregory
Bateson’s double-bind theory of Schizophrenia, scaled-up to the level of a global
psyop, it can help us release ourselves from its thrall.
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/xbbqhI3m7Gyl/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wkZfq86kgY
12/4/2021

Perfect example!
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It was so amazing to read Habakkuk and know that Yahuah saw the people
trying to return to Him. They may not know His name or all the other
aspects but they know they need Him and will be more open to His calling
them to truth. As Yahuah’s Covenant Children, He will keep us safe.
HALLALU-YAH! Let us be ever on guard to those that are just talking the
talk and not walking the walk. Right now there are so many infiltrators in all
areas it makes it an easy choice to ONLY TRUST YAHUAH!
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These tactics are being used all the
time now in all aspects of life. Now
that we have pointed this part out,
you should start to be able to hear it
for yourself. We are going to dig
deeper into this next time with more
examples.
Let us be broad minded in
identifying the Influencer and the
army of deceivers. Do not give
them access or permission to dwell
anywhere near you or have any
authority over your life. No matter
the cost here on Earth. If it does
not look right, it probably isn’t. Be
grateful you can spot it.
Shalom! It has been a blessing to
share with you!.
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The Pattern Of the Covenant
Brings The Promise of Success
• When we get off the path we turn around, ask forgiveness and
return to the path, determined to not repeat the error. Teshuva.
• Yahuah will diligently protect and care for us until He calls us home.
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 Yahuah is allowing this to happen now for a reason
 Lo-shema a title we gave the enemy meaning “no name or authority” is
the dragon and head of this resistance to Yahuah
 The timing was perfect due to the unrest of society that has been
propagated by lo-shema to lead a coup against the world
 The Evil WHO’s in Whosville have Narcissistic and Psychopathic
tendencies in common
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Professor of clinical psychology at Ghent University Mattias Desmet. He
holds a masters degree in statistic.
Four things need to be in place if you want a large-scale mass phenomenon to emerge. (1)
socially isolated people, people who experience a lack of social bond.
(2) a lot of people who experience a lack of sense-making in life.
(3) a lot of free-floating anxiety,
(4) a lot of free-floating psychological discontent—meaning anxiety and discontent that is
not connected to specific representations.

It needs to be in the mind without people being able to connect it to something. If you have
these four things... then society is highly at risk for the emergence of mass
phenomena, and these four conditions existed shortly before the corona crisis."
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